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A Private Pilot's Certificate allows you to be pilot-incommand of an airplane. This will be the evaluation course
where you start to develop the skill sets needed to be a
professional pilot.

Instrument
Rating
Instrument rating refers to the qualifications that a pilot must
have in order to fly under IFR (Instrument Flight Rules)
a.k.a. FLYING THROUGH CLOUDS! A great step in your
aviation career!

Commercial Pilot
A Commercial Pilot's License brings your flying up to a
higher level and qualifies you to be paid for flying.

Multi Engine
Multi Engine training prepares you to handle engine failures
and other system emergencies in a safe and controlled
environment so you will have the skills to handle such
events should you ever need to.

Intro to Turbo Prop
The Intro to turbo prop simulator course will teach the
student about transport category aircraft systems and
procedures. This will give the student the skills to move
from general aviation style flying to professional airline
flying.
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Pilots are in Demand!
Westfield Flight Academy and Air Cargo
Carriers have teamed up to put you in the
seat in 6 months or less!

Accelerated Pro Pilot Course
Concentrated and focused training
Puts you in the right seat as a First
Officer at Air Cargo Carriers
6 months or less
Just 250 hours!
Other programs give you an interview at the
end of training, the Pro Pilot Course at WFA
gives you a job!

Westfield Flight Academy (WFA) is an FAA
approved FAR Part 141 Air Agency flight
training facility whose chief flight instructor
has over 22,000 hours of flight time in
everything from small general aviation
aircraft to heavy transport category aircraft
and is currently employed as a captain at a
major airline.

Private Pilot Certificate
Instrument Rating
Commercial Pilot Certificate
Multi Engine Rating
Intro to Turbo Prop Sim Course

After the candidate is qualified as a Commercial
In 6Multi
Months
or they
Less!
Instrument
Engine pilot
will take a
customized Intro to Turbo Prop Prep Course at
National Simulations in Manchester NH. This unique
course, developed by WFA and ACC, will utilize as
much of ACC's crew coordination and cockpit
management techniques as possible while teaching
the student about
turbo prop systems and
transport category aircraft operations.

Air Cargo Carriers (ACC) is an FAA approved
FAR Part 135 freight operator with scheduled
and on demand service utilizing the SD-36
Shorts 360 which is a large, transport category,
turboprop aircraft.

Want a college degree? Westfield Flight Academy is
also affiliated with Dutchess Community College in
Poughkeepsie, NY for their Aviation Science Degree
Program. Graduate of DCC will also have access to the
Air Cargo Carrier First Officer Position.
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